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Catastrophic consequences of volcanic eruptions - not only quintessence of manifestation of 
endogenous forces, but can often be result of their interaction with the exogenous phenomena. Especially 
brightly and on a substantial scale it is shown on the volcanoes bearing a modern glaciation on the slopes.  

Recent technological developments and increases in the seismological instrumentation of volcanoes 
now allow the surface effects of subterranean volcanic processes to be imaged in unprecedented detail. The 
wealth and accuracy of resulting seismic data have allowed the identification of oscillatory behaviors that 
are intimately related to magma transport dynamics. The two types of seismic events provide information 
about the source geometry, fluid properties at the source, and source excitation process, all of which 
represent critical elements in the assessment of volcanic behavior and associated hazards. To fully exploit 
the potential of seismic observations, however, we must learn how to translate seismic source mechanisms 
into quantitative information about fluid dynamicsand also influences the processes happening on volcano's 
slopes. 

During the historical period of supervision over activity of the Klyuchevskoy Volcano the catastrophic 
processes on its slopes leading to change of structure of  volcano and which are followed by destructions of 
the top parts of its conic construction were described different type. The scale of these destructions various 
and their localization on volcano's slopes depends on many factors. These are the terminal and lateral 
eruptions rendering direct effect on external structure of volcano construction; magma pressure upon walls 
of construction and change of an inclination of a surface of different parts of volcano, introduction of dykes 
and sills on tectonic to the weakened volcano zones, volcanic and phreatic explosions and, at last, seismic 
activity under a volcano: the earthquakes and volcanic trembling in construction accompanying preparation 
and development of eruption, and the deep earthquakes which aren't connected with eruptions directly.  

Erosive activity of the glaciers lying in the weakened tectonic zones of Klyuchevskoy Volcano cone 
and stimulation by its actively proceeding endogenous processes led to formation on its slopes of three 
volcano-tectonic trenches on which there were most huge collapses and landslides of the endogenous-
exogenous nature: in 1937-1938 on the Kozyrevsky trench (Western exposition), on January 1, 1945 across 
Krestovsky (N-NW exposition) and, at the beginning of May, 2016, across Apakhonchichsky (SE 
exposition). Outside trenches the sizes of the occurring collapses were one-two orders less. The last occur 
generally because of motions of glacial mass ("vypolzkov") down slopes under the influence of intensive 
seismicity in an active volcano construction.  

The probability of a collapse in this or that part of a slope is influenced by a gradient of a surface and 
activity of lateral eruptions rendering direct effect on external structure of the construction. Each of these 
processes makes the contribution to stability of slopes and can serve as the reason of gravitational sliding of 
various parts of construction (especially in the sated with ice breeds of the top parts of a cone) that can 
prepare sites of slopes for a collapse, and finally serve as the trigger to start a catastrophic event.  

The role of seismic energy in formation of collapses and landslides on volcano's slopes is usually 
considered only as a preparatory factor and the possible trigger for catastrophic events along with other 
processes. 

For calculations of distribution of earthquakes and their seismic energy the area of volcano cone with 
a radius of 10 km from its top divided into 4 sectors is taken: the East - Northeastern (ENE), the South- 
Southeastern (SSE), the West - Southwestern (WSW) and the North - Northwestern (NNW) (Fig. 1). The 
axis of division into sectors is taken with a deviation to the northeast on 20o that is caused by extension of a 
deep crust break of the main structure bringing magma,controlling modern volcanic activity of 
Klyuchevskaya group of volcanoes [Slavina et al, 2001].  

Data of earthquakes for 1995-2017 taken from the catalog of the KB FIC GS RASfor the area of 
researches were processed in the ɸʛʩGis program. For every year the quantity of earthquakes on sectors was 
distributed, the total energy emitted as a result of all earthquakes which got to each sector by calculation of 
energy of each earthquake on its power class Ks (ɽ = 10Ks) and the subsequent their summation was also 
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counted. Proceeding from the accounting of all registered earthquakes (fig. l, a), the most active in the 
seismic relation is NNW volcano sector. The number of all earthquakes in it for the considered period in 4 
times it is more, than in adjacent sectors, and six times more, than in SSE sector. And the total energy 
emitted as a result of these events is equal in this sector 11,1Ĭ1012J that is 3-4 times higher, than in adjacent 
sectors. In fig. 1, calculations only for the earthquakes which are localized above sea level as this part of 
earthquakes is interfaced to volcanic processes within construction of a volcano are shown and has direct 
influence on development of superficial destructions on its flanks. It is visible that the number of events in 
the cone makes about 1 2- 35 % from total number. At the same time total energy of events in cone makes 
from 35 to 50%, on different sectors. In comparison to other intervals of depths it told about higher 
allocation of energy in a volcano body above sea level. 

 

Fig. 1. The region of the Klyuchevskoi Volcano with a radius of 10 km is divided on into sectors with calculations of total 

quantity of earthquakes and their energy for data for 1995-2017: a - for all range of data (h ≤-5 ÷ - 50 km); b - for earthquakes in 

construction (with h ≤-5 ÷ 0 km). 

  According to the obtained data the least seismically active is the WSW sector of volcano. Density of 
tectonic violations and radial cracks in this sector is also lowest in comparison with other sectors of a 
volcano [Leonov, 1994]. Therefore, development within this sector of destruction of construction of the 
volcano provoked by seismic events is improbable. The second for number of seismic events and their 
energy is ENE volcano sector. In this sector activity of slag cones is most shown, and the estimated zone of 
the greatest permeability in the basis of construction on which magma repeatedly took root contacts it 
[Delemen, 1994]. The increased probability of collapses in this sector is connected with possible introduction 
of the sheeted sub-horizontal intrusion in construction of a volcano at the average height which will weaken 
its stability [Adushkin et al., 1994] while the lower part of construction is reinforced by the strengthening 
elements - already cooled down dykes and forces [Delemen, 1994]. Thus, energy of earthquakes in this 
sector can be only an incitement for a collapse and shouldn't be its main reason.  
 SSE sector of a volcano is twice more active on number of events in construction in comparison with 
adjacent sectors, and a half of all energy of earthquakes in it is necessary on closely to a day surface (higher 
of  sea level). Total energy of earthquakes exceeds that in NNE sector a little and is twice higher, than in the 
WSW sector, and the relation of number of earthquakes to their total energy in this sector the lowest. Such 
influence of a large number of low-energy events can be followed by impact of vibrations, to the promoting 
long construction spread in time [Delemen, 1994]. On SE a slope the Apakhonchichskyvulkano-tenktonic 
trench, the oldest and extended of three trenches of a volcano is located, and it, as well as other two trenches, 
represents the superficial tectonic structure in this case coinciding on orientation with a deep the zone 
bringing magma [Leonov, 1994]. The author emphasizes the prevailing role of the last in possible 
development of catastrophic collapses and the directed explosions on SE volcano's slope and considers 
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insignificant probability of the large collapses connected with superficial structures of volcano-tectonic 
trenches.  

The most seismically active, NNW the sector of volcano construction, several times exceeds other 
sectors on number of earthquakes and their total energy for the studied period. In sector Kozyrevsky and 
Krestovsky volcano-tectonic trenches on which during historical supervision over the Klyuchevskoy volcano 
collapses were described are located [Piyp, 1956]. Also in structure of construction on NNW sector the 
dense network of lineament of NW extension and a high field of tectonic intensity of the environment is 
developed [Leonov, 1994]. Respectively, in this sector also hyperactivity of the glaciers dumping ice on low 
hypsometric levels is noted.   

From this it is possible to assume that the probability of emergence in this sector of catastrophic 
landslide events is 3-4 times higher, than in other sectors if to consider that the main physicomechanical 
characteristics of construction in different sectors have no essential distinctions. 
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